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Executive Summary 
Ecovatec’s revolutionary technology has unlocked the amazing potential of Phosvitin. Ecovatec is the only known 
commercial producer of phosvitin in the world.  

Phosvitin has been characterized by many scientific papers, and the literature consensus is that it has huge 
potential as a bio-active molecule. Bioactivity is based on the ability of a compound to be “able to exert a biological 
effect at a physiological level, and it must be measurable and able to provide health benefits.”1 One of the many 
health benefits of phosvitin, is that it can inhibit the production of skin pigment in skin cells, specifically cancerous 
melanoma cells. Ecovatec’s pure phosvitin and phosphopeptides products will enable health science and cosmetic 
researchers to perform further analysis of the uses of phosvitin in skin-health at a much lower cost than is 
currently available.  

Background 

Phosvitin is a highly phosphorylated protein derived from the egg yolks of vertebrates. Proteins are made up of 
peptides, which are short chains of amino acids linked by peptide bonds. Bioactive peptides have shown the most 
promising potentials as therapeutic or health promoting agents2.  

Serine is the major amino acid present in phosvitin (55%), and almost all the serine residues are phosphorylated. 
This phosphorylation gives phosvitin its strong metal binding ability.1-5 Scientists have noted that many compounds 
that have metal-binding abilities are also useful as melanogenesis inhibitors5. 

Samaraweera, et al (2011)2 and Ren, et al (2015)4 both note that the potential use of phosvitin as a functional 
ingredient is only hampered by lack of a scalable method of extraction. Ecovatec Solutions Inc has eliminated this 
barrier.  

Melanogenesis (the production of “skin pigment”) 
Melanin is synthesized in melanocytes in the deepest level of the skin to protect the skin from ultraviolet radiation 
(UV) damage5. Humans vary in terms of their “base level” of melanin production and their “activated level”. This is 
what accounts for the wide variety in human skin colours. An enzyme called tyrosinase is responsible for the 
production of melanin and there are two types of skin, hair, and eye pigments that can be developed, black-brown 
or yellow-red5,6. A third type of melanin can be produced, called neuromelanin, which has strong metal-binding 
properties and may be related to Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.6 

Melanogenesis Disorders in Humans 

When large amounts of melanin are produced and accumulate in cells, aesthetic problems such as 
hyperpigmentation (melasma) and age spots can be developed. These cosmetic issues can also be associated with 
an increased risk for skin cancer. Therefore, it is important for both medical and cosmetic uses to regulate or 
inhibit melanogenesis.  

Egg Yolk Phosvitin as a Melanogenesis Inhibitor5 

Jung et al. (2012)5 investigated the effects of phosvitin on melanogenesis in melanoma (skin cancer) cells. Their 
results showed that phosvitin was able to inhibit the activity of tyrosinase and therefore reduce the production of 
melanin. They concluded that the results showed that phosvitin can be used to inhibit the production of skin 
pigment in the cosmetics industry.  

The researchers found that melanoma cell viability decreased by 20% when exposed to 1000 µg/mL phosvitin and 
were able to determine which aspects of the cell chemical reactions were inhibited by phosvitin. Ultimately, a 
molecule called cAMP which is necessary in this biological pathway is reduced by 39% in only a 50µg/mL dose, 
showing the power of phosvitin in this reaction.  

The ways in which phosvitin acts on melanin production isn’t completely understood. However, it is likely that it is 
due to its metal-binding abilities or because of the hydrophobic (water-repelling) ends of the protein. If the 
mechanism is due to its metal-binding abilities, phosvitin phosphopeptides (PVP), which are the bioactive 
peptides and natural antioxidants derived from native (whole phosvitin), might even have a better effect on 
inhibiting melanogenesis while also reducing skin oxidative stress which leads to the appearance of ageing in 
skin. Therefore, it would be worth investigating whether PVP has the same melanogenesis inhibiting effects as 
native phosvitin.  
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Practical Applications 
The practical applications of phosvitin in skin care are based on its ability to inhibit melanogenesis and thereby 
reduce the appearance of age spots, freckles, and moles. Since these aesthetic problems are also correlated to a 
medical condition of skin care, it is important for companies to do further research on the skin benefits of native 
phosvitin and its phosphopeptides and carry out live clinical trials. Ecovatec has made this research possible by 
lowering the financial barriers to accessing phosvitin, usually only available at high cost to labs for small 
experiments, by discovering a way to isolate pure phosvitin and phosphopeptides at a commercial scale.  
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